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About This Game

About the Game
Saving the world from an alien invasion is in your hands. Dark Raid is a FPS Action game developed by an independent

developer studio 'Vector Games'. Dark Raid is a new concept of mixing good old-school FPS game styles and new generation
graphics and game-play. With the next-gen graphics and scenario, Dark Raid offers the players an amazing FPS Action game

experience.

A research ship named S.W.A.N, receives an unknown signal from an unknown source while cruising throughout the deep
space. The ship gets attacked and invaded all of a sudden. You're the only one who can stop this invasion and save the human

kind from total extinction. Brace yourselves to fight with sinister enemies and save the world!

Key Features
- Two different game modes, Single-Player(Story) and Multi-Player

Single-Player:
- The Real FPS Action : Mixing good old-school FPS game styles with new generation graphics and game-play, in this game you
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will find the old-school FPS Action that you missed.
- Enemies with different levels of intelligence and fighting skills.

- Old-School Boss Fights
- Fast paced game-play

Multi-Player:
- Fast paced game-play

- Death Match, Team Death Match, Capture The Flag Modes
- Tough enemy bots

- Enjoy being a robot warrior and fight the sinister enemies without mercy
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Title: Dark Raid
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Vector Games
Publisher:
Vector Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2.0+ GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3-Compatible Video Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Turkish
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A great game when you have an hour of downtime and want to play a little mystery. The premise is rather simple but it's the way
it's executed that counts. The music sets the atmosphere, the art is good. There are enough endings to make the story
worthwhile, and the possible answers aren't trivial enough for you to know what ending they will lead to - which is a huge plus
imho. And if you go through all the options, you're more than likely to find at least one answer to "who is Mike?" that you'll
like.. is called project rhombus but has no rhombi in the actual game

EDIT: i have been corrected by gay that rhombus is any quadrilateral with all equal sides. therefore this game is amazing and
you should buy it. I love this game! The controls do get a tad annoying sometimes (you have to click to where you want the bots
to go) because using arrow keys is faster, but the funny, cheesy story makes up for it. I've played through it 3 times, still
enjoying it. Get this game if you haven't done so!!!!. full price :
no, not ever, there's challenge packs called "stories" and some skins that are fun for 20 minutes, half of em are ugly, it's arkham
level good, full price, buy cold cold heart

steam sales :
yes. 100% worth it, 20 minutes of fun with skins, dumb yet well priced challenged packs, cold cold heart dlc with a buncha
skills but cheaper than cold cold heart itself, 100% worth it

i got it on sales so i'm giving a good rating but the best i can give is a 6, it's above averege at best.. Nop ! Definitively nop...
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An enjoyable "clicker" style Tower Defense - it can get quite hectic fairly quickly.

Graphics are more than adequate for this minimalist style of game - they remind me a bit of the excellent Project Myriad (albeit
it is a much more measured game).

Would like to see the tower selection graphic "disappear" once the selection is confirmed, instead of giving the upgrade option
display - when you are rushed to install towers, it is a bit of a nuisance.. Cannot get the traverser to work no matter what I try...

NOT WORTH THE MONEY EVEN AT DISCOUNT....

DTG want slapping for putting out another DLC item, that's not finished and does not work properly....

1\/5 STAY AWAY... You're better off buying toilet roll, at least that's of some use!!!!!. ugly and clunky. nice concept but the
overall exicution is poor. Beautiful pictures, Relaxing music, Good puzzle game
All ships from Wind of Luck: Arena :)

11/22/2018>>>> It's been 3 years and more than one update! Would have made a 4K UHD version!

10/10. Nobody likes having their ideas stolen. For Dr. X, it's more than just a clever invention, but his entire livelihood being
taken away by a mega corporation, framing and imprisoning him in the process just to make it abundantly clear what a bunch of
greedy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665they are. Unfortunately, they forgot about a little virus named
Tom, who's about to turn their billion dollar company into a pile of rubble, one computer at a time.

A Virus Named Tom is something like a pimped out Pipe Mania. Guiding Tom through computer mainframes, you need to
redirect the flow of the hack by twisting panels until the infection has spread across the entire board. Simple in theory, but in
execution it becomes quite an elaborate challenge once anti-hack bugs, hidden and unmovable tiles, and the intricate maze
designs start to pile on more and more things to keep track of. One of the most impressive things about AVNT is how it
balances these elements into a gradual but brisk increase in difficulty. Rarely did I feel overwhelmed by any of the mechanics,
instead rather impressed with myself that I was able to solve what initially appear to be incredibly involved puzzles. It's
constantly rewarding and satisfying to progress, even with the surprisingly long single player story (which doesn't take into
account the entire separate coop campaign which I've yet to even dip into).

As a puzzle game, A Virus Named Tom resides pleasantly in the realm of the best pick up and play arcade classics. It's
challenging and enjoyable whether in short bursts or drawn out sessions as you try to attain a gold medal on every level, and
never once managed to outstay its welcome for me however long I spent with it. It also features a fantastic electronic
soundtrack, and some rather charming and humorous cutscenes which somehow manage to make mass hysteria and
deconstruction feel lighthearted and amusing. Really, if a game can't sell itself to you with a dog that doesn't poop, I don't even
know what more there is to say.. If you have Steam Coupon for this game and want some easy achievements and cards, sure you
won\u2019t find this game that bad, but otherwise, I wouldn\u2019t recommend this game :\/
There are only 15 easy levels... it only takes 20\u301c30mins to finish them all. Spending a dollar(0.09\u00a2 with coupon) on
this isn't something you wanna do.. Great Game! It's just a shame that the controller support is a bit messed up!
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